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Rivers Cuomo became one of the most unlikely rock stars in the 1990s. His dorky, slick band, Weezer, emerged from the Los Angeles music scene mid-decade and staked claim to a landscape previously occupied by longhaired grunge gods. His onslaught of power strings and pop-culture references
turned him into alternate rock heroes, and his later actions kept the audience guessing. Here are the top 13 songs by Weezer. Geffen Rivers Cuomo always had an affinity for the nuts in his song. For example, keep the otherwise bizarre fishin from the Maldroite of 2002. It's just thought of you in love with
someone else/i.... it breaks my heart to see you hanging off the shelf, he bemoans on a T-Rex stomp. Weezer took those words to heart when filming the Muppet Prank music video, in which drummer Pat Wilson is kidnapped by an erotic Miss Piggy. Geffen became a personal favorite of guitarist Brian
Bell, one of Weezer's most popular songs from this breezy acoustic-sharp song. It exemplifies a relaxing Southern California spirit, insisting we'll never feel worse anymore. Dotted with songs-along hep-heps, the island in the sun remains a highlight of Weezer music festivals, with Cuomo often performing
it from cheap seats. DGC Weezer was the lawyer in 1993 when they signed Geffen Records, and they are so grateful that they wrote this ode to attorney Jamie Young. It could be as lo-fi, as a classroom work is recorded on a Track 2 by a Loyola Marymount College student. Original guitarist Jason
Cropper's instrument and catchy churning of lyrics about the Beach Boys and The Rolling Stones made dgc Rarities in 1994, Vol. 1. Plup this old gem on tracklisting. Geffen/Interscope is regarded by many as a return to form after the disappointing self-titled Red Album in 2008, this lead single stormed off
2009's Raditude airwaves. Epic name excited numbers is a vocal dramatocisation of how Cuomo met his wife, Kyoto. The singer admits to liking him so much, he even eschews his vegetarianism to impress his parents. It may be nonsense, but it can be as tempting. After the Geffen havoc that I'm going
to wreak, no more words critics will have to talk to, the band claims in this goofy epic. In just under six minutes, the song morphs from metal to bedroom pop to its subtitles, variations on a shaker hymn. With tongues firmly planted in cheek, the eldest man plays on Cuomo's ego while Bell, Wilson and
bassist Scott Shriner play the barber shop quartet. Geffen Cuomo tells a true confessional, this commanding solo singer's tumultuous childhood from the 1994 debut album. Many '90s rock anthems were about broken homes, and it might not have been the pinnacle then. Like the father, the stepfather/son
is drowning in flooding in the powerful bridge a young rivering finding his stepfather's wine speaks to, fearing he had left his mother as his biological PA. It's a naked piece of life that has catapulted the song into the history of music. geffen An early, rare example of Weezer's collaborative spirit, which
clearly won't resurface until 2008's Free for All, red album. Cuomo, Cropper and Wilson all receive songwriting credits on this power-popper for the proletariat. Its growing announcement that workers are going home serves as a righteous way to kick off a weekend. It has been suggested my name is
Jonas loosely based on dystopian Lois Lowry's novel Donor. Geffen among the most delightful Craby Weezer songs (besides, you know, the green collection title from Crab 2001's self), was a melodic tale of Good Life Woe. Cuomo wrote the irate tome after undergoing corrective surgery on his feet
following the success of the blue album. He bitches about using a cane to get around and feel so old from his 20-something teammates. It's this creative craze that made 1996's Pinkerton one of the most beloved emo albums in everything. Geffen includes some of a deep, too often overlooked mid-term
track, Dec. Cuomo's most heartfelt song. The only hope that can induce wet lungs to breathe fire, he croons as Bell's guitar yawp behind him. Weezer's words may turn into funky territory, but here, only love is of interest to the band at its purest. (A 180 guitar from Cuomo complained in World magazine
that his fans were little bitch when it came to his opinion on Maladroit's new direction.) Geffen Weezer has regularly mined pop culture for his songs (Buddy Holly, for one). For Pinkerton, they went high culture and based on records on the Puccini opera Madame Butterfly. This broken, serious acoustic
performance is called from the perspective of the album's name and counts among Weezer's greatest works. It also stands with Ben Folds as one of the most regretful and harrowing ballads of Five Brick and Verve Pipe's Freshmen 1990s. Geffen has it easy for granted just how talented Cuomo is with his
axle. The right position is a jaw-dropping job when it comes to six-string wizardry. Frothing with wow effect and queen-ly flowers, its long singles are just as memorable as aw, shucks lyrics. The front man grew up on the top arena rock like kisses, and he gives his ace Frehley the adoration shine here.
Geffen prequel to the island in the sun, this blue track chugs like a steamer while conjuring romantic travel scenarios. In a barely audible breakdown, the band gets jazzy and gives a shout-out on street writer Jack Kerouac. There are some true goosebent-producing moments in the holiday-digging the
harmonious vocal explosion when the gang repeats first V writer Jack Kerouk. There are some true goosebent-producing moments in the holiday-when the gang repeats the first poem, digging that harmonious vocal explosion. Geffen has it Weezer at his finest. From the syrup-opening bass line, to upright
guitar work and gawking lyrics, their first-best-at-immense closing song Bands. Cuomo's shy friend is daring girl to ask to dance, metal-loving scoring a win, bespectata ad geeks everywhere. The climax uplifts with gale-force wires and bends that enrapture the soul. Keep up with the latest daily discussion
with BuzzFeed Daily Newspaper! Sign up to the BuzzFeed Quiz newsletter - binge on the latest quizzes in your inbox with the quiz newsletter! Keep up with the latest daily discussion with BuzzFeed Daily Newspaper! Alejandro Fernandez. In addition to defining the musical identity of Jorge Mejia
Peralta/Flickr Mexico, Ranchera has also touched on other Latin music genres such as bolero and Latin pop. Ay of Paco Mitchell, Jose Alfredo Jimenez El Ray from Chabela, has played a big part in making the following 10 ranchera songs so popular this traditional Mexican music genre, propelling its
singers to fame in south, central, and North America. This spicy classic is one of the most important contributions that Paco Mitchell ranchera has made to music. It was a hit for legendary Ranchera singer Antonio Aguilar, but Paco Mitchell's later interpretation garnered even greater commercial success.
As far as Latin music goes, Entrega Total bolero comes in ranchero style, created by Javier Solis, one of the most beloved Ranchera artists in history. It captures the track's romantic style and sweet voice that Javier Solis brought to ranchera music like no other record he released. If you're looking for an
introduction to the special brand of 'Solis' ranchero, look no further than this 1964 song. The L.A. Media Vuelta, sometimes spelled L.A. Media Buelta, is a song originally written by Jose Alfredo Jimenez, perhaps the most influential ranchera songwriter in history. Nevertheless, Antonio Aguilar's version
remains the most popular. In addition to being one of Latin music's greatest talents, Aguilar also went on to star in several Mexican films and was awarded Golden Ariel for his invaluable contributions and spread of Mexican cinema in 1997. In recent years, Luis Miguel's interpretation consolidated the
appeal of L.A. Media's Vuelta hit this top ranchera, making it easily accessible to audiences across the U.S. For those who don't know, Las Mañanitas is the Mexican equivalent of Happy Birthday. If we had to take a ranchera song that has touched Mexican culture in the most important way, it would be
Las Mañanitas. Ironically, though, the origin of this essential piece of Mexican folklore is still unclear. Take his pick of famous Mexican music artists — Vicente Fernandez, Banda Machos, and even Javier Solis — and they'll likely be covering this track at one time or another in his career. Nevertheless,
Pedro Infant's version ranks among the most popular and is definitely worth listening to. Juan Gabriel is an icon of Mexican music. Although he is mainly known for his romantic ballads and Latin pop songs, Gabriel has made the most of his success around Mexican mariachi music. To Pido Por Ehsan
Juan Gabriel is one of the most beautiful ranchera songs of the reperire, featuring songs like wherever you are today and forever/ I want you with me. Unfortunately, Juan Gabriel died of a heart attack in 2016, but lives on the legacy of his 20 studio albums and countless live recordings. They still get just
as much airplay on Latin radio channels as they did decades ago. This song is probably the most famous ranchera song in the world today. Chances are you'll immediately recognize the chorus: AI, AI, AI, AI, Canta y no-lawers (sing and not crying). Originally written in 1882 by Quirino Mendoza y Cortes,
this track has been recorded by thousands of artists. Even pop icons Enrique Iglesias and Luciano Pavarotti covered this track together at a special concert in 2000. In addition to featuring beautiful lyrics, Cielito Lindo is a prime example of traditional Mexican music, with trumpets, horns, and highlighting
the unique style of percussion ranchera no matter who covers the track. During the 1980s, Juan Gabriel, together with Spanish singer Rocio Durcal, produced several ranchera songs in a more modern vein. Thanks to Dejame Vivir, the pair became a music event across Latin America until they stopped
touring together to once again pursue their solo careers. Although both Juan Gabriel and Rocio Durkal have left this world, gabriel in 2016 and Durkal in 2006, his version of Dejem Vivier still ranks as one of the most popular songs in Latin music. Knuckle tu Maldito Amor is one of the most heartbreaking
ranchera songs ever produced. Originally written by prolific lyricist Federico Mendez Tejeda, it became a tremendous hit thanks to Vicente Fernandez, whom many consider to be the king of Ranchera music. Although the song of the track starts with the English translation of the day I found that I fell in
love, this song is anything but uplifting. Instead, it shows the heartache of the singer as he jumps through hoops for his damn love, lamenting that you have failed on the promise of adoring each other. Another track famous by Vicente Fernandez, Mujeres Divinas is one of the most popular songs in his
repertoire. Like Por to Maldito Amor, it became highly popular thanks to the voice of Vicente Fernandez, even though it was originally written by Martin Urita. With a mild cacophony of crying vocals and Mexican instrumentation, Mujeres Divinas laments the frustrations of falling in love with women, who
are all divine in their own way. Yet, as the last song of the English translation implies, adoration is not the other way out. Another top ranchera hit by talented songwriter Jose Alfredo Jimenez, this song is one of the most popular record ever. El Rey is often associated with Vicente Fernandez, thanks to his
enduring interpretation, but the original version carries as much weight in the modern world of Latin music. Raag.
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